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“It’s foolish to believe in things you can’t
see, like this God you speak of.”
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Can I ask you a couple questions? Have you ever seen your thoughts?
But do they exist? Have you ever seen gravity? Do you believe gravity is
real? When you see a painting, do you need to see the painter to
conclude a painter exists? No.
So, some things that are invisible or currently out of view are actually
real, aren’t they? Well, the same is true with God. We don’t need to see
God to confidently conclude He exists.
What seems foolish to me is the popular alternative to believing in
God—the belief that the entire space-time-matter-universe sprang into
existence from what Richard Dawkins says was “literally nothing.” Then,
sometime later, the non-living matter mysteriously came to life, split up
into millions of little parts that then assembled themselves over millions
of years into thousands of incredibly complex living creatures with
bones, muscles, lungs, hearts, and brains. And how did that all happen?
Atheists say by billions of unseen random macroevolutionary steps.
So, we all believe in the unseen. But which unseen scenario is more
likely to be true? The molecular biologist Francis Crick, an atheist, and
one of the two scientists who discovered DNA, “estimates the odds that
intelligent life exists on the Earth as the result of non-directed chance to
be around 1 in 10 to the two billionth power.” Friend, I wouldn’t bet
against God’s existence with odds like that. It would be wiser to conclude
God must exist and surrender your life to Him today.
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